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RESPONSE TO THE LAW COMMISSION’S ISSUES PAPER ON REMOTE
DRIVING

Please note that this response has been reproduced from information entered on the
Citizen Space online portal.

Any personal email addresses and phone numbers have been excluded from this
document. Unanswered questions have been deleted from this document.
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About you

What is your name?

Charles Puckle

What is the name of your organisation?

Private individual

Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your
organisation? (Please select only one item)

Personal response ☒

Responding on behalf of organisation ☐

Other ☐

If other, please state:
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Chapter 2: What is “remote driving”?

Q1: Do you agree with the following tentative definitions?

(1) A driver is an individual who performs all or any of the following tasks:

(a) steering (lateral control);

(b) braking, removing a brake, or accelerating (longitudinal control); or

(c) monitoring the driving environment with a view to responding to objects
or events by exercising lateral or longitudinal control (provided that this
activity is safety critical)

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

(2) A remote assistant is not a driver if they do not exercise direct longitudinal or
lateral control, but only advise an automated driving system to undertake a
manoeuvre.

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

(3) For the purposes of this project, a “remote driver” is a driver who is outside the
vehicle and who uses some form of wireless connectivity to control the vehicle
(covering both in or beyond line of sight).Do you agree?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Further definition is needed on question 2.

How would the self driving software interpret the remote driver's guidance and what
priorities are given to human instruction vs self-drive software. Where does the
responsibility lie in the event of an emergency.

My overall thoughts here are that the remote driver relationship is binary - either in control
or not in control.
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Chapter 3: the current law: construction and use

Q2: Do uncertainties surrounding construction and use provisions cause difficulties in
practice? We are particularly interested in whether uncertainties over regulations 104,
107 or 110 are delaying trials or making it more difficult to obtain insurance.

Please share your views below

104 Flight pilots are trained in a fully immersive environment. My view is that remote
drivers need to be in a fully immersive environment (with force feedback) to be to
able take remote control. Currently, I doubt that this can be done over a wireless
connection that lacks redundancy.

107 Remote drivers must be licensed. They must operate the vehicle from an
immersive environment with full redundancy should the primary wireless connection
fail. (Potentially solved by taking the second control signals from duplicate
telecomms network and different channel).

110 While it was possible for James Bond to drive a car from mobile phone sized
device, this was movie special effects, the mobile device cannot give the driver
enough environmental perception ( and they would not be able to keep up) for full
driving. Mobile devices could however have a place for parking assist, subject to
being very (under 3m) from the car moving short distances.

Q3: Are the various exemptions easy to navigate, or do they put any unnecessary
obstacles in the way of trialling new forms of vehicle?

Please share your views below

The exemptions appear suited to the testing of new and emerging technology only
at this stage. See comment on Construction rule 107.

The exemptions appear easy to navigate.

Q4: We seek views on whether any particular construction and use provisions should
be maintained in the interests of safety, even for trials and demonstrations.

Please share your views below

Other drivers must be able to see and perceive that a vehicle is under remote
control. This should not be by flashing lights (blue, green, red and yellow are all
taken), perhaps with a fixed roof-level beacon (purple) at the top and corners of the
remotely driven vehicle.
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Remote vehicles should give a distinct warning sound before and about to move
from stationary - this could be on a rising pitch basis as the moment of move comes
closer. Nearby persons probably need 15s of warning to move out of the way.

Remotely driven vehicles must be fitted with level 4 LIDAR sensors to enable the
driver to sense the world around them, but we need to get rid of the human drivers.
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Chapter 4: Civil liability

Q5: Is remote driving likely to cause victims undue delay and expense in claiming
compensation; or could it defeat claims altogether?

Please share your views below

Important points are raised throughout on the subject of civil liability.

In my opinion, the remote driver is an unsafe idea, and we should be moving to full
automated control where the driving software (with AI database of experience) is
the solution to perceived remote driver needs. Where the software fails, the vehicle
must have sufficient redundancy to make its way to the side of the road and stop.

Legally the remote driver must be made the person on control of the vehicle.

Remote drivers should be under 'ERDO employer' type supervision, subject to
random drug/alcohol testing. Where the vehicle is involved in an incident, the driver
is subject to mandatory, with cause presence of drugs/alcohol testing. With cause
positive would require the employer to call the police.

For the reasons above, remote drivers must undertake remote driving from a UK
government approved driving center.
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Chapter 5: The safety challenges of remote driving

Q6: We have identified that any system to regulate beyond line-of-sight driving needs
to consider the following:

(1) the adequacy of the communication network;

(2) cybersecurity;

(3) workstation layouts;

(4) staff training;

(5) staff health, fitness and vetting;

(6) staff attention and rest periods; and

(7) incident protocols.

Apart from the above, are there any additional challenges to consider?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Remote drivers should be under employer supervision, subject to random
drug/alcohol testing. Where the vehicle is involved in an incident, the driver is
subject to mandatory, with cause presence of drugs/alcohol testing. With cause
positive would require the employer to call the police.

For the reasons above, remote drivers must undertake remote driving from a UK
approved remote driving facility that addresses the 7 heads above.

Also to consider: Danger of distraction when at the task of remote driving, as we
can't have remote drivers engage in workplace conversation while driving.

Q7: If remote driving fails (through loss of connectivity, for example), how
sophisticated would a risk mitigation system need to be?  Would it effectively need to
be an automated driving system, and regulated as such?

Please share your views below

Flight pilots are trained in a fully immersive environment. My view is that remote
drivers need to be in a fully immersive environment (with force feedback) to be to
able take remote control. Currently, I doubt that this can be done over a wireless
connection that lacks redundancy.
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Remote drivers must be licensed. They must operate the vehicle from an immersive
environment (think flight simulation centre level of immersive) with full redundancy
should the primary wireless connection fail. (Potentially solved by taking the second
control signals from duplicate telecomms network and different channel).

Remotely operated vehicles will need to stop in the event of high network traffic,
where they could have insufficient bandwidth to operate. Likewise, remotely
operated vehicles will need to be limted to areas that have security of connection,
free ranging is not appropriate until the nation has guaranteed redundant network
coverage.

In my opinion, AI driverless operation to a suitable parking place (hard shoulder on
motorway, layby on dual carriageway, kerbside on residential road) is most
important in the event of remote driver incapacitation as we can't have remote
vehicles stopping mid-motorway or blocking road junctions.
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Chapter 6: Remote driving from abroad

Q8: We welcome views on how the problems raised by remote driving from outside
the jurisdiction can be addressed.

Please share your views below

Not acceptable for the reasons given below.

Remote drivers should be under 'employer' type supervision, subject to random
drug/alcohol testing. Where the vehicle is involved in an incident, the driver is
subject to mandatory, with cause presence of drugs/alcohol testing. 'With cause'
positive must require the employer to call the police.

For the reasons above, remote drivers must undertake remote driving from a UK
government-approved remote driving facility.

There is no reason by a foreign issued remote driving licence should prohibit a
driver from operating a UK vehicle on UK roads from a UK-approved, UK-based
remote driving facility.

Q9: Should remote driving on roads in Great Britain from outside the UK be
prohibited?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

As per comments in summary document paragraph C.8.

Remote driving from outside the UK also needs to be prohibited due to the issue of
latency - the signal can only travel at lightspeed between driver and remote
operator, introducing lag between events and driver reaction, who can then only
send a control signal back to the vehicle being driven.

The case becomes clearer for level 4 full automation.
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Chapter 8: International perspectives

Q10: We would be grateful if stakeholders could inform us about their experience of
how remote driving is regulated abroad.

Please share your views below

I think remote driving is a bad idea, instead we should be concentrating on full
(minimum level 4) remote operation which is reality in Chandler, Arizona and being
led by Google's Waymo project... See https://youtu.be/yjztvddhZmI

We need to win the side benefits of vehicles used, congestion and parking spaced
reduced.

https://youtu.be/yjztvddhZmI
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Chapter 9: Short-term reform

Q11: Should the Road Vehicles (Authorisation of Special Types) (General) Order
2003 be amended?

In particular, we welcome views on whether amendments should:

(1) specify that regulation 104 is satisfied if the driver of a special vehicle has a
view of the road ahead through a screen, provided that appropriate steps have
been taken to ensure safety;

(2) specify that regulation 107 is satisfied by remote supervision, provided that the
user has taken appropriate steps to prevent interference with the vehicle;

(3) make any exemptions contingent on the user obtaining written consent from the
road authority to use the vehicle on a particular road; and

(4) permit trials and demonstrations with a commercial element to them?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

Please expand on your answer

(1) does not give the remote drive sufficient environmental information. The remote
driver needs to work within a lidar-measured environment, with sound so that they
can hear what is going on around the remotely operated vehicle. Lidar also solves
the problem of loss of visibility due to darkness (daylight or fog) or haze.

Remote drivers need to be in a fully immersive simulation where they can fully
sense the world around the operated vehicle.

(4) trials need to move directly to level 4 driverless vehicles testing on a growing
network of roads.

Q12: Should any provisions of the CCAV Code of Practice relating to remote driving
be added to the Highway Code?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

Please expand on your answer

I was unable to find CCAV in the text of the summary. Hence unable to answer this
question.

I agree with the intend of ERDO supervision of ERDO employed drivers. Where an
ERDO employed drivers decides to sep up their own business, they must operated
from an ERDO-type approved facility.
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Q13: Are changes needed to construction and use regulations to enable the safe
introduction of remote driving?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

Please expand on your answer

Don't know, see answers above.
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Chapter 10: Regulation in the longer term

Q14: To distinguish clearly between organisational and individual responsibilities,
should the organisation behind remote driving be referred to with new terminology, as
an Entity for Remote Driving Operation (or ERDO)?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q15(1): Should primary legislation make it an offence to drive (or cause or permit a
person to drive) a vehicle beyond line of sight unless the vehicle is overseen by a
licensed ERDO?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Q15(2): For these purposes, is it appropriate to define a “beyond line-of-sight” driver
as one who relies on connectivity to see all or part of the driving environment?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

Please expand on your answer

Yes, and The ERDO must have a defined boundary within which its connectivity is
assured. ERDO operated vehicles must not be able to be driven on a different
ERDO's network.

Q16: To obtain a licence, should an ERDO be required to show that it:

(1) is of good repute; ☒

(2) has appropriate financial standing; ☒

(3) conducts its operation within Great Britain; and ☒

(4) is professionally competent to run the service? ☒

Please select all licence conditions which an ERDO should be required to show (more
than one condition can be selected).

Please expand on your answer

And can demonstrate the security of its connectivity and can demonstrate insurance to the
value of...
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Q17: Should an ERDO be required to submit a safety case to show how it will operate
remotely driven vehicles safely?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q18: Should an ERDO face criminal offences where misrepresentations and non-
disclosure in the safety case have implications for safety?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q19: Should an ERDO be under a duty:

(1) to ensure that the driver is able to drive safely by: ☒

(a) taking reasonable care that connectivity is suitable;

(b) ensuring that in the absence of connectivity or driver input, the vehicle
comes to a safe stop;

(c) providing suitable work-stations; and

(d) maintaining suitable training, vetting, health checks, working hours and
breaks;

(2) to maintain the vehicle (including software updates and cybersecurity); ☒

(3) to check that any load is safe and secure before that journey starts, and ensure
that the number of passengers does not overload the vehicle; ☒

(4) to insure the vehicle; ☒

(5) following an incident, to provide information to other road users, the police and
the regulator; ☒

(6) not to impede traffic flow by (for example) ensuring that vehicles are not left in
inappropriate places; ☒

(7) to check the route and pay any tolls and/or charges; ☒
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(8) to respond to the regulator’s requests for information about the safety of remote
driving; and ☒

(9) any other duties not mentioned above? ☒

Please select all duties which an ERDO should be under (more than one duty can be
selected).

Please expand on your answer

ERDO vehicles must return to an approved ERDO base at the end of each
fuel/charge cycle to be inspected by the ERDO.

We cannot have ERDO vehicles abandoned in the way that cycles and scooters are
abandoned in Liverpool, London and other electric vehicle trial areas.

Q20: To claim compensation should a person:

(1) have a right to claim compensation from the ERDO for injuries caused by a
breach of the first three ERDO duties outlined above, subject to the normal law
of contributory negligence?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☐

(2) Alternatively, should an insurer be liable irrespective of where the fault lies (in a
similar way to the Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018)?

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q20 (1) Strict liability on the ERDO irrespective of fault on points 1 - 4 (insurance)
with the insurer providing a digital key that unlocks the vehicle for first use.

Q21: Should the regulator have power to impose a range of sanctions on an ERDO,
including improvement notices, civil penalties and (in serious cases) withdrawal of
licence?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q22: Should the regulator have powers to inspect remote operation centres, both in
the event of a problem and more generally?
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Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

Q23: Should the law provide individuals who drive beyond line of sight with:

(1) an immunity from being prosecuted for any issues concerned with
roadworthiness, loading and seat belts which are beyond the driver’s
knowledge and control; and

Yes ☐ No ☐    Other ☒

(2) a defence to a driving charge if a competent and careful driver in the same
circumstances could not have avoided the offence?

Yes ☒ No ☐    Other ☐

Please expand on your answer

The remote driver need to be liable (through sensor information) for ensuring that a
remote vehicle is not overloaded, that tyres have appropriate pressure and that
passengers wear their restraints. Where passengers refuse the ride must be
stopped (passengers can be financially charged for abortive vehicle usage and call
out).
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